
Tackling alcohol fraud is an  
HMRC priority. The renewed  
alcohol strategy was launched  
in April 2010. Renewal of the 
‘Tackling Alcohol Fraud’ Strategy
The strategy comprises three broad streams of activity:

• working with honest businesses to secure legitimate 
supply chains and make it harder for criminals to 
source illicit alcohol

• tightening the regulatory framework to prevent and 
reduce opportunities for fraud

• strengthening our operational response to alcohol 
fraud, through a centrally co-ordinated effort to detect, 
disrupt and dismantle illicit supply chains and penalise 
those who profit from the sale of illicit alcohol.

Alcohol strategy outputs  
delivered this quarter

1. Seizures and referrals
Seizures of alcohol at the border and inland.

Volume (Litres) Revenue value (£)

Beer 1,880,338 1,805,124

Spirits 90,410 1,186,179

Wine 498,587 1,595,478

Total 2,469,335 4,586,781

Border Force interceptions and revenue protected

BF made 580 interceptions (seizures at the border and 
referrals to HMRC) this quarter, protecting revenue of  
over £18m. They also seized 56 HGVs.

Vehicle and Operator Services Agency  
referrals and revocations

VOSA may revoke the licence of an operator involved in 
excise seizures on the grounds that they cannot be ‘of  
good repute’, a condition of their licence. HMRC refer 
cases that meet the criteria agreed with VOSA. HMRC 
made 16 referrals to VOSA arising from alcohol seizures 
this quarter.

Case study 
Two brothers from Carmarthenshire who attempted 
to smuggle almost £420,000 of alcohol into the UK 
through Dover have been jailed for nine months each, 
following an investigation by HMRC. Both were 
stopped within minutes of each other having arrived  
at Dover from Calais in July last year. They claimed 
to be carrying consignments of soft drinks but Border 
Force officers opened the trailers to reveal pallets of 
vodka and mixed spirits. The duty evaded on the haul 
was £305,000. 

2. Criminal enforcement

Criminal enforcement activity

Number of arrests 5

Number of convictions 3
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http://customs.hmrc.gov.uk/channelsPortalWebApp/channelsPortalWebApp.portal%3F_nfpb%3Dtrue%26_pageLabel%3DpageExcise_ShowContent%26id%3DHMCE_PROD1_030554%26propertyType%3Ddocument
http://customs.hmrc.gov.uk/channelsPortalWebApp/channelsPortalWebApp.portal%3F_nfpb%3Dtrue%26_pageLabel%3DpageExcise_ShowContent%26id%3DHMCE_PROD1_030554%26propertyType%3Ddocument


Case study 
Three men from the West Midlands who attempted 
to steal over £4.7m in an alcohol tax fraud have been 
jailed following an investigation by HMRC. The 
investigation followed an interception of a lorry loaded 
with 2,000 litres of spirits, labelled for export from 
the UK. The export duty stamps were then destroyed, 
replaced with counterfeit labels and the alcohol sold 
in the UK without payment of duty. They received 
sentences of 18 months, three years and five years.  
A confiscation hearing is listed for 25 October 2013.

 

Case study 
Two men were found guilty of smuggling illicit Italian 
wine into the UK and selling it on via a network of 
wholesalers, avoiding paying more than £5m in duty 
and VAT. Both were arrested in 2009 after more than 
114,000 litres of wine was detected following a search. 
HMRC investigators realised the scale of the fraud 
after finding records on the company’s computers and 
on a memory stick mapping out the fraud. Both men 
skipped bail and returned to Italy but were tracked 
down by Italian Police and extradited to the UK in 
2012. They received prison sentences of six years and 
seven months, and seven years. 

 
3. Civil penalties
In addition to criminal prosecutions HMRC uses a range 
of sanctions and penalties, to recover unpaid duty and 
improve compliance.

Wrongdoing penalties

Number of wrongdoing penalties issued 116

Value of wrongdoing penalties issued £ 3,200,000

Duty assessments

Number of duty assessments issued 209

Value of duty assessments issued £ 24,500,000

Case study 
HMRC have launched a taskforce targeting illegal 
alcohol sales across Scotland. The operation, supported 
by Trading Standards, Environmental Health and 
Police Scotland, is targeting the alcohol supply chain, 
including producers, storage facilities, wholesalers and 
retailers. To date, 123 alcohol retailers across Scotland 
have been visited as part of the taskforce. Of these,  
59 retailers were found to be selling illicit alcohol.  
All Illicit alcohol discovered has been seized and 
where appropriate, duty assessments and wrongdoing 
penalties have been raised against the proprietors. 
HMRC and the other agencies involved will consider 
further action against offenders, including full tax and 
VAT investigations and reviews of alcohol and other  
trading licenses.

 

4. Warehouse approvals
Applications for approvals for warehouses, warehousekeepers, 
Registered Consignees/Consignors and owners of goods.

Warehouse approvals

Number of applications rejected 33

Number of applications not pursued by applicant 30

Number of revocations 15

5. Joint multi-agency events
• Illicit alcohol and tobacco worth over £1m were seized 

from retail and residential premises in five simultaneous 
raids across Bristol. The raids were co-ordinated by 
Bristol Trading Standards and supported by Police  
and HMRC. 

• An ongoing joint initiative involving HMRC, Suffolk 
Trading Standards and Ipswich Borough Councils 
Licensing and Enforcement team to clamp down on 
sales of illegal alcohol resulted in the seizure of 110 
litres of suspected counterfeit vodka. The seizures 
included genuine bottles of vodka that had fake labels 
and duty stamps and others that were believed to  
be counterfeit. 

• At a hearing in April, Sandwell Metropolitan Borough 
Licensing Committee revoked the premises licence 
(to sell alcohol) of the proprietor of a supermarket in 
Smethwick. Material put before the licensing panel 
resulted from a joint HMRC/ Trading Standards visit 
to the premises in October 2012, which resulted in 
seizure of 2000 litres of beer and cider. In making 
their decision, the panel relied on HMRC officers 
questioning of the proprietor, which aided in rebuffing 
his defence. 
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• At a hearing in May, Sandwell Metropolitan Borough 
Licensing Committee revoked the premises licence (to 
sell alcohol) of the proprietor of a supermarket found 
to be selling illicit alcohol and cigarettes. This was as 
a result of a joint HMRC/ Trading Standards visit that 
led to the seizure of 4,000 illicit cigarettes and 106 
litres of illicit non UK duty paid spirits.

• Two men who attempted to steal alcohol and cash 
from a warehouse in the West Midlands were jailed 
following a joint investigation and prosecution by 
HMRC and West Midlands Police. The men attempted 
to seize alcohol and cash by impersonating HMRC 
officers and attempted to make themselves appear 
legitimate by carrying identity cards, evidence bags and 
seizure forms. The proprietor became suspicious as the 
identity cards did not include photographs and called 
the Police. 

Reporting fraud
To report any kind of fraud, smuggling or tax evasion 
you can call or email HMRC with the information,  
in confidence.

Customs Hotline 0800 59 5000

Tax Evasion Hotline 0800 788 887

Online www.hmrc.gov.uk
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